Is desire for social relationships mediated by the serotonergic system in the prefrontal cortex? An $[^{18}F]$setoperone PET study
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Social behavior and desire for social relationships have been independently linked to the serotonergic system, the prefrontal cortex, especially the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), and the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). The goal of this study was to explore the role of serotonin 5HT$_{2A}$ receptors in these brain regions in forming and maintaining close interpersonal relationships. Twenty-four healthy subjects completed the Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI) prior to undergoing $[^{18}F]$setoperone brain positron emission tomography (PET) to measure serotonin 5HT$_{2A}$ receptor availability within the OFC (BA 11 and 47) and ACC (BA 32). We explored the relationship between desire for social relationships, as measured by the TCI reward dependence (RD) scale, and 5HT$_{2A}$ receptor non-displaceable binding potential (BP$_{nd}$) in these regions. Scores of RD were negatively correlated with 5HT$_{2A}$ BP$_{nd}$ in the ACC (BA 32, $r = -0.528, p = 0.012$) and OFC (BA 11, $r = -0.489, p = 0.021$; BA 47, $r = -0.501, p = 0.017$). These correlations were corroborated by a voxel-wise analysis. These results suggest that the serotonergic system may have a regulatory effect on the OFC and ACC for establishing and maintaining social relationships.
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INTRODUCTION

Social relationships are fundamental to human survival (Bowlby, 1988). Social dependence is viewed by some researchers as a heritable personality trait (Cloninger, Svrakic, & Przybeck, 1993), and by others as a product of early child development (Cassidy & Shaver, 1999). Individuals dependent on social closeness are eager to help and please others, sympathetic, sentimental, and sensitive to praise and signs of rejection, while those who are socially and emotionally detached are content to be alone, practical, and self-reliant (Cloninger, 1987).

The functional neuroanatomy of desire for social relationships has yet to be fully elucidated. However, the orbitofrontal (OFC) and anterior cingulate cortices (ACC) have been implicated in social behavior (Harris, McClure, van den Bos, Cohen, & Fiske, 2007; Hornak et al., 2003) and a number of other functions necessary to facilitate the successful formation and maintenance of social relationships, including reward assessment (Hampton & O’Doherty, 2007; Kringelbach, 2005), self-regulation (Frankle et al., 2005; Posner, Rothbart, & Sheese, 2007), attachment (Noriuchi, Kikuchi, & Senoo, 2008), and the processing of emotion (Graff-Guerrero, Gonzalez-Olvera, Mendoza-Espinosa, Vaugier, & Garcia-Reyna, 2004) and pain (Rainville, Duncan, Price, Carrier, & Bushnell, 1997; Vogt, 2005). Neurochemically, social behavior has been associated with the serotonin (5HT) system. Animals exposed to serotonergic agents demonstrate more attachment behaviors, affiliative interactions, and social cohesiveness (Beech & Mitchell, 2005; Insel & Winslow, 1998; Rademacher, Anderson, & Steinpreis, 2002), which is intriguingly similar to the increased sense of social closeness experienced by humans treated with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) (Knutson et al., 1998; Tse & Bond, 2002) or using serotonergic agents such as “ecstasy” (MDMA) (Reneman et al., 2002). In a rodent study, animals reared in isolation were found to have a significant increase in 5HT2A receptor (5HT2A) binding density in the rostral regions of the prelimbic cortex, rostral motor cortex, and cingulate cortices as compared to those reared socially (Preece, Dalley, Theobald, Robbins, & Reynolds, 2004). Taken together, this literature suggests that the serotonin system might be relevant in mediating the desire for social relationships within the OFC and ACC.

Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging offers a minimally invasive means of exploring distinct properties and cerebral distribution of neurotransmitter systems through the binding of receptor specific radiotracers. Binding potential is a measure in PET imaging studies that reflects both the density of available neuroreceptors and the affinity of a radiotracer to a given receptor (Innis et al., 2007). We are aware of only one study that has investigated the relation between serotonin receptor properties and temperament traits through in vivo binding of [18F]fluoro-ethyl-spiperone (FESP) (Moresco et al., 2002). Using the Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI), Moresco and colleagues did not observe any significant correlation between the reward dependence (RD) scale (a measure that reflects the subjective reward value of social relationships) and [18F]FESP binding in any region of interest (ROI), including the ACC. This study was limited by the small number of subjects (n = 11) and the use of a nonspecific radiotracer that binds to both cortical 5HT2 and striatal D2 receptors. We therefore sought to examine the neurochemical basis of social dependence in healthy normal subjects using the established 5HT2A-specific radiotracer, [18F]setoperone (Chow et al., 2009; Kapur, Jones, DaSilva, Wilson, & Houle, 1997; Meyer et al., 1999).

Based on the independent roles established for the serotonergic system and the OFC and ACC in social behavior, we wished to explore the relationship between desire for social relationships (as measured by RD scores) and 5HT2A binding in these regions. Individuals who score high on RD are characterized as desirous of social closeness, eager to help and please others, sympathetic, sentimental, and sensitive to praise and signs of rejection. Conversely, those who score low on RD are socially and emotionally detached, content to be alone, practical, self-reliant, and independent. They are insensitive to social cues and pressures, and quick to discontinue relationships that are no longer gratifying (Cloninger, 1987).

METHOD

Participants

The study was approved by the Research Ethics Board of the Centre for Addictions and Mental Health, Toronto. Twenty-four healthy subjects (12 male and 12 female, age range = 18–50 years, mean age = 35.3 years, SD = 10.1) were recruited by advertisement. Written informed consent was obtained after full explanation of the study procedures and risks. An assessment of psychiatric disorders was performed using the MINI-Plus structured interview (Sheehan et al., 1998). Subjects with serious or unstable medical or neurological conditions; substance abuse other than caffeine or nicotine within six months of the
study; or either current or past axis I psychiatric diagnoses were excluded. Subjects received routine blood tests and urinalysis. Urine toxicology screens were done as part of the initial assessment and immediately before PET scans. Serum b-HCG levels were acquired to exclude pregnancy. Standard urine pregnancy tests were performed before each scan.

Participants were administered the TCI and the Karolinska Scales of Personality (KSP) prior to undergoing a [18F]setoperone PET scan.

**PET data acquisition**

PET scanning was done with a Siemens brain-dedicated high resolution research tomography (HRRT) system (Siemens Molecular Imaging, Knoxville, TN) measuring radioactivity in 207 brain sections with a thickness of 1.2 mm each and an in-plane resolution of approximately 2.8 mm full width at half-maximum (FWHM). Transmission scans were acquired immediately before emission scans using a single photon point source (137Cs; t1/2 = 30.2 years, Eγ = 662 keV); these were used to correct the emission scans for the attenuation of 511 keV photons through tissue and head support.

A saline solution containing a mean dose of 4.8 mCi [18F]setoperone (SD = 0.2), prepared in our laboratory as previously described (Chow et al., 2009), with a specific activity of 823 mCi/μmol (SD = 619) was injected as a bolus into an intravenous line placed in an antecubital vein. Emission data were acquired in list mode for the highest possible temporal resolution. Emission data were acquired over 90 min for the [18F]setoperone scans. Raw data were reconstructed by filtered-back projection to yield dynamic images. The [18F]setoperone images were in 22 frames (five 1-min and 17 5-min frames).

Participants underwent standard magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) fast spin echo T1-weighted imaging (fast spoiled gradient echo, TE = 5.3–15 ms, TR = 8.9–12 ms, FOV = 20 cm 3D, 256×256, voxel 1.5 mm isotropic, NEX = 1) acquired on a 1.5 T Sigma-GE scanner (General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI). The T1 image was used for the analysis of the PET [18F]setoperone scans.

**PET data analysis**

The outcome measure was the nondisplaceable binding potential (BPnd) as estimated using the simplified reference tissue method (SRTM) (Lammertsma & Hume, 1996) with the cerebellar cortex as reference region. This method has been validated to reliably estimate the BPnd, which compares the concentration of radioligand in the receptor-rich region to the receptor-free region (Innis et al., 2007), and has been used with [18F]setoperone (Mamo et al., 2004, 2007).

**ROI approach**

Time activity curves (TACs) from the dynamic PET data were obtained using an in-house software for semiautomated ROI delineation (Rusjan et al., 2006). This software, in concert with SPM2 (SPM2, Welcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London; www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), (1) transforms a standardized brain template with a set of predefined ROIs to match each individual’s high-resolution MRI, (2) refines the ROIs from the transformed template based on the gray matter probability of voxels in the individual MR images (segmentation step), (3) coregisters the individual MR images to the PET images for transfer of MRI-based ROIs to the PET image space, and (4) obtains a TAC from each of the defined ROIs in the native PET image space. The ROIs were the ACC (BA 32) and OFC (BA 11 and 47). The cerebellar cortex, excluding the vermis, was used as the reference region for the PET scans (Blin et al., 1990; Hall, Farde, Halldin, Lundkvist, & Sedvall, 2000). The BPnd values were estimated using the PMOD v2.7 software (PMOD Technologies, Zurich, Switzerland).

**Voxel-wise approach**

Parametric voxel-wise BPnd maps from the dynamic images in native space were generated according to the method of Gunn, Lammertsma, Hume, & Cunningham (1997) with the cerebellum as reference region. This was also performed using PMOD v2.7 software. The BPnd map images were spatially normalized into the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) brain space by nearest neighbor interpolation with a voxel size fixed at 2 × 2 × 2 mm using the SPM2 software (Friston, 1995). The normalized images were smoothed with a Gaussian filter in each coordinate direction with a kernel of 8 mm (two to three times the FWHM).

**Statistical analyses**

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS v13.0 software. Partial Spearman correlations controlling for the effect of age were conducted to examine the relationship between RD and BPnd within each ROI. Age was controlled for due to its strong negative association with 5HT2A receptor binding potential (Bhagwagar,
Spearman correlations (nonparametric) rather than Pearson coefficients were used due to the relatively small sample size. The statistical threshold was established with $p \leq 0.025$ in order to control for multiple comparisons, $p = 0.05/2$. In order to give face validity to our hypothesis we also analyzed the detachment scale of the KSP. Although the detachment and RD scales have not previously been correlated in the literature, conceptually they both measure the spectrum of social dependence and social detachment. These scales are inversely related due to their respective directions of measurement.

A confirmatory voxel-wise correlation between BP$_{nd}$ maps and RD was performed with age as covariate employing a single subject with covariates model as implemented in SPM2 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) (Friston, 1995). We reported areas only if they met the joint criteria of: (a) $p$ (uncorrected) $< 0.001$; (b) an extent $> 9$ voxels ($\sim 3$ times FWHM); (c) occurring in the ACC (BA 32) and OFC (BA 11 and 47); and (d) $p$ (corrected) $< 0.005$ using the false discovery rate (FDR) approach to control for multiple comparisons.

**RESULTS**

The mean RD score was 14.9, SD = 4.6. Statistical analysis of the ROIs demonstrated an inverse relationship between RD score and 5HT$_{2A}$ BP$_{nd}$ in the ACC (BA 32, $r = -0.528$, $p = 0.012$, $df = 20$) and OFC (BA 11, $r = -0.489$, $p = 0.021$, $df = 20$; BA 47, $r = -0.501$, $p = 0.017$, $df = 20$). These results confirm our hypothesis of an association between the desire for social relationships and serotonin binding in the OFC and ACC (Table 1). A voxel-wise analysis of the relationship between 5HT$_{2A}$ BP$_{nd}$ and RD scores, controlling for age as a covariate, supports the primary results (Table 2). No positive correlations were identified. A correlation map controlling for age as a covariate is presented in Figure 1 to illustrate the association in the a priori areas.

As expected, we also observed a strong negative correlation between the KSP detachment scale and RD scores ($r = -0.61$, $p = 0.002$, $n = 23$). Scores on the detachment scale were positively correlated with 5HT$_{2A}$ BP$_{nd}$ in the OFC (BA 11, $r = 0.425$, $p = 0.043$, $df = 21$). This did not reach statistical significance after

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>BA</th>
<th>Mean BP$_{nd}$</th>
<th>Volume (mm$^3$)</th>
<th>$r$</th>
<th>$P$</th>
<th>$df$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OFC</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.53 ± 1.42</td>
<td>6743</td>
<td>−0.489</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFC</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1.44 ± 1.41</td>
<td>3451</td>
<td>−0.501</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.44 ± 1.40</td>
<td>3495</td>
<td>−0.528</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: BA, Brodmann area; BP$_{nd}$, nondisplaceable binding potential; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex.

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>MNI Coordinates</th>
<th>Voxel per cluster</th>
<th>Statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left caudate head</td>
<td>−8 10 12</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>7.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Inferior Frontal</td>
<td>45 34 4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left anterior cingulate</td>
<td>32 −12 44</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left orbitofrontal</td>
<td>−16 50 −8</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right lentiform nucleus</td>
<td>28 −2 6</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>6.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right caudate</td>
<td>16 4 18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right anterior cingulate</td>
<td>32 4 0</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right orbitofrontal/Insula</td>
<td>47/48 30 22 8</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>6.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Orbitofrontal</td>
<td>−6 32 −30</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>6.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left precentral</td>
<td>−56 −14 32</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right insula</td>
<td>48 38 −14 −2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior cingulate</td>
<td>32 0 40 10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left postcentral</td>
<td>−42 −24 46</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right precentral</td>
<td>6 32 −12</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right anterior cingulate</td>
<td>32 12 40 16</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left inferior frontal</td>
<td>44 −50 8 22</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>5.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left precentral</td>
<td>4 −52 −16 42</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left superior temporal</td>
<td>41 −44 −34 10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: BP$_{nd}$, nondisplaceable binding potential; RD, reward dependence. Bold type indicates regions of interest.
controlling for age as a covariate. Sagittal projection overlay of 24 controls on a T1 average template in the MNI space. r, Pearson’s correlation coefficient.

**DISCUSSION**

These results support a central role for the serotonin system in mediating the desire for social relationships within the OFC and ACC. This is consistent with a rich literature that substantiates the modulatory effects of serotonin on social behavior. Low serotonin function has been associated with impulsivity (a lack of either constraint or an ability to delay gratification) (Carver & Miller, 2006), aggression and antisocial behavior in pathological (Coccaro, Kavoussi, Cooper, & Hauger, 1997; Dolan, Anderson, & Deakin 2001; Paris et al., 2004; Soloff, Kelly, Strotmeyer, Malone, & Mann, 2003) and healthy populations (Cleare & Bond, 1997; Hennig, Reuter, Netter, Burk, & Landt, 2005). Conversely, elevated serotonin function is associated with social attachment and prosocial behavior in both humans and primates (Cherek, Lane, Pieteras, & Steinberg, 2002; Insel & Winslow, 1998; Knutson et al., 1998; Rademacher et al., 2002; Tse & Bond, 2002). Similar results have been observed in studies manipulating tryptophan (a precursor of serotonin) levels in humans, whereby tryptophan enhancement resulted in less aggression and tryptophan depletion led to increased hostility (Bjork, Dougherty, Moeller, & Swann, 2000; Marsh, Dougherty, Moeller, Swann, & Spiga, 2002). Other PET imaging studies also support the theory of serotonergic regulation of social behavior occurring predominantly in the OFC and ACC. Persons with a history of impulsive aggression had decreased serotonin transporter availability in the ACC (Frankle et al., 2005), and reduced cerebral metabolism in the left OFC and ACC following the administration of a serotonergic stimulus (New et al., 2002). Our results indicate an inverse relationship between 5HT2A and BPnd within the OFC and ACC and RD, which may reflect alterations of serotonergic function in these regions (Meyer et al., 2001; Yatham et al., 1999).

As a measure of the reward value of social relationships, RD closely resembles the construct of attachment (Bowlby, 1988), which characterizes the degree of proximity seeking or avoidance of caregivers during stressful situations. To date, no human studies have investigated the possible link between social attachment and prefrontal 5HT2A binding potential. In concordance with our findings, functional imaging research has found that attachment is associated with activity in the OFC and the ACC. A functional MRI (fMRI) study of human maternal attachment responses to infant cries showed activation in the ACC and OFC (BA10 and BA 11) (Lorberbaum et al., 1999). Another fMRI study of maternal attachment showed that mothers exhibited bilateral activation of the OFC while viewing pictures of their own vs. unfamiliar infants (Nitschke et al., 2004). Activation of the ACC has also been associated with the subjective experience of social distress due to interpersonal rejection. Participants who reported feeling more distress during a scanner-based rejection paradigm demonstrated greater ACC activation (Eisenberger, Gable, Lieberman, 2007; Eisenberger, Lieberman, & Williams, 2003), which correlated with greater momentary distress during daily social interactions (Eisenberger et al., 2007). Interestingly, in a PET study by Farde, Gustavsson, & Jonsson (1997), an inverse relationship was reported between dopamine type-2 receptor density and the KSP detachment scale. Taken together with our results, this suggests that a reciprocal relationship may exist between the serotonergic and dopaminergic systems in the regulation of social attachment.

The OFC and ACC are integral in decision-making and the appraisal of rewarding or punishing stimuli (Harris et al., 2007). This evaluative function is critical to the determination of social valence and to the successful formation and maintenance of relationships. ACC and OFC dysfunction, either structurally
aberrant, antisocial behavior in both the adult and extreme cases, in a state of disinhibited self-interest conformity is unappreciated, leaving the individual, in The survival value of social relationships and group self-reliance; while lacking foresight and social cognition. Lesion studies highlight the role of the OFC and ACC regions in social behavior (Hornak et al., 2003). In comparison with subjects with other frontal lesions, subjects with bilateral surgical excisions of the OFC scored lower on a test of social behavior, as did subjects with combined unilateral OFC and BA 9/ACC lesions.

Our findings have implications for acquired and neurodegenerative disorders with impaired social behavior as a result of damage to the OFC and ACC. Lack of sentimentality, empathy, emotional and social detachment are predominant features of frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTD) and figure in the diagnosis of frontal variant Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (McKhann et al., 2001; Neary et al., 1998; Snowden et al., 2001; Taylor, Probst, Miserez, Monsch, & Markus, 2008). In contrast to our findings, reduced serotonin receptor binding is associated with the progression of both AD and the frontal variant of FTD (Salmon, 2007). A number of PET studies that measured alterations in 5HT$_{2A}$ binding in these conditions found reduced receptor availability in several regions, including the prefrontal cortex (Blin et al., 1993; Franceschi et al., 2005). Serotonin receptor reduction, however, is also associated with normal aging (Meltzer et al., 1998). Moreover, the degree to which changes in serotonin receptor binding are accounted for by volumetric changes secondary to atrophy in these dementia types is unclear (Blin et al., 1993). Nonetheless, neurodegenerative changes to the serotonergic system within the ACC and OFC may, in part, explain the impaired social behavior that can occur in these forms of dementia.

The results of our study also lend support to further investigation of serotonergic agents for their prosocial effects. There is preliminary evidence that SSRIs are efficacious for the treatment of behavioral disturbances in dementia (Pollock et al., 2002) and traumatic brain injury (Kant, Smith-Seemiller, & Zeiler, 1998). Some data also supports their use in individuals with aberrant, antisocial behavior in both the adult and pediatric populations (Armenteros & Lewis, 2002; Cherek et al., 2002). Although little to no data exists, development of regionally specific serotonergic agents may theoretically benefit individuals who are socially detached or who have marked social and interpersonal deficits, e.g., autism (Posey, Erickson, & McDougle, 2008), schizophrenia (Sepehry, Potvin, Elie, & Stip, 2007), schizoid, schizotypal (Markovitz, Calabrese, Schulz, & Meltzer, 1991), avoidant, and borderline personality disorders (Mercer, 2007).

The main limitation of our study is that it is restricted to healthy normal subjects. Replication of our observations in healthy and pathological samples using other measures specific to attachment and social behavior is necessary to support our hypothesis. It is important to note that 5HT$_{2A}$ receptors are ubiquitous in the human brain, having highest density in the cortex and intermediate density in the basal ganglia, with only slight regional differences (Pazos, Probst, & Palacios, 1987; Schotte, Maloteaux, & Laduron, 1983). While we obtained significant correlations in our a priori ROIs, other regions correlated as well (Table 2). Consequently, the relationship between 5HT$_{2A}$ binding and RD scores could be a more generalized phenomenon within the brain, with different degrees of correlation between regions. This hypothesis requires investigation in future studies with larger sample sizes.

In conclusion, our results demonstrated an inverse association between desire for social relationships and 5HT$_{2A}$ binding in the OFC and ACC. These results suggest that the serotonergic system may have a regulatory effect on the OFC and ACC for establishing and maintaining social relationships, and add to the body of literature that implicates the serotonin system and these regions in social behavior.
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